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AN INTRODUCrON TO ASSESSMENT AND DESIGN IN
BILINGUAL PROGRAM EVALUATION*

INTRODUCTION'
1.

This paper offers gene Al information on three44,basic consid-
- -_,_0

A

erations in bilingual program evaluation: ,as ssmemt, evaluation

design, and data analysis. By'ass ssment is in4ant the full range

of intormap.on 'that might be used- o make decisions about 4 bilin-

gual progkam, including-what it a complishes gOr its students as

well as the procedures iE follows o achieve these gioals. Covered

are measUres of student performance and measures of program proc-

esses such as interviews and-observations. A lrief examination

of tmajor- designs. used in bilingual program evaluation will be

made, fOcusing on the three or four designd, that seem to be most

useful and feasible in a bflingual program setting. Basic Issues

will be-raiied concerning questions an evaluation might try to an-
- c2T.tx3

swer, information that might be collected ,to answer them, and ana-
,

lytic teChniques appropriate to the particular questions asked and
1

data collectede

These remarks-have two purposes: (1) for the internal evalmF,

-ator of a bilingual program, especially for monitoring and improv-

ing the program while in operation; and (2) for the staff of

*This paper was -presented at the Title VII Bilingual Education
Mdnagement,Institute, Los Angeles, California, March'Ib-April 1,
1981.



bilingual prograM who want an external evaluation thai is techni-

cally sound as well askpici-O-Priate within the particular program's

constraints. This second conc'ern involves asking the right,kihds
4

of questions over the use of a certain kind of measure, design or

means Of analysis.-
,

The procedures, td be discussed belong 5o a series of-training

workshops developed at the University of California, Los Angeles

Ceinter for the Study of. Evaluation (CSE) over ,the last few years.

Each of the techniques, designs, and procedures is covered in de-

tail in one or more of these workshops. The broader ratignale be-

hind these workshOps_and the suggestions inthis paper have been

discussed in dh earlier article (Burry, 19791.

s 'a

BACKGROUND CONCERNS

General Problems in the Evaluation of .Bilingual Programs

Evaluations rarely ptovide the most ubeful information about

,
what bilingual programs'are like or the range of outcwes and lev-

el of success they achieve. Among the reasons for this failure

are the following:

1. Ttibse called upon to evaivate bilingual programs, though

well versed in the general area of educational evaluation may be

unfamiliar with,the'particular.needs and characteristics of btlin-

Agual education.

2. Evaluations of bilingual programs frequently provide only

general.descripd.ons of the nature and 'content of the programs;

stich information is of limited use to decision makers.
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3. Diversities among bilingual programs ere great, and the

extent to .which these differences are related to differential

development across programs .is still questiOnabler (Agreement is

needed on such basic assumptions, as what constitutes a minimum

bilingual education and the kinds of achievement gain's and othei

outcomes to be expected of a;particular progragih. Atempting to

measure the effects of a .bilingual program without detrmiTHig

whether a bilingual actualli4e4sts or what i needs tO

accomplish makes it- difficult to estOlish valid criteria for
*

determinpg success or failure.) ,

4. Even assuming the development of valid criteria, evalua-

tors must still explore the rblationships among instructional

strategies, implementation techniques4and program outcomes.
'

5. A shortage of adequate instruments for the assessment of

students of non- and limited English proficiency (NEP/LEP),ex-

ists.

6._A problem exists over designs appropriate to the eValua-

tion Of bilingual programs. The fundamental questions regarding

fhese programs has been to determine wheth4r the scholastic

achievement of students in bilingual programs eqUals Or excels

what it would have'been had they remained in a regularr monolir-

gual course. Two factors greatly hinder the generation.of reli-
,

able findings: (a) bilingual programs are intended to provide ad-1

equate education for a broad range of NEP/LE? students,- and (b)

methodological problems Of participant selection are likely to ob-

scure pgogram results.

k



The.above comments form the background for the three' most

difficult .problems in bilingual education \evaluation. First,

there is much disagreement liver what evaluation is and ilow it is

done. 'Second, there is-much debatptoveewbat ilingt61 education .

is and how a bilingual 0-rogram is planned and' operated locally.-

Third, the nature of bilingual education, in terms of wh4ch stu-.

dents it should reach and help, creates. problems i Methodololy,

especially in the areas of absessment and design.

An App*roach to Evaluation

Following current evaluation practice, many bilingual prdqram
.

evaluations-appear guided by an approach that relates tlie methods

of evaluation with those' of research'. This paper will diginguish

between evaluation and researdh. This distinction is important,

far beyond 4uestions of topic of interest or techniques employed,

involving fundamental differences in the kind of information

generated, how it is generated, and its intended uses. Cronbach

nd Suppes (1964) in-their disdussion of modes of inquiry, cite

the jed to:
. r

..:distinguish decision-toriented from*
conclusion-oriented investigations. In a

decision-oriented study the investigator is

asked to provide information wanted by a.
decision-iSker: school administrator, a

goVernmenial polic aker, the minaw of a

project...or the l ke. The decision-oriented
study is a commiss oned study.r. The depision.7
maker believes th t he _needs information to
guide his actions and he poses the question to
the investigator. The conclusion-doriented
study, on the other hand, takes its direction
froR the investigator's commitments and
hundhes. The educational decision-ma can,rsat most, arouse the investigator's int re't in
a problem. The latter formulates hid own

."



question,.,usually a general one rather than a
question about a particular institution. The
aim is to conceptuAlize and understand the
chosen phenomenon; a particular finding' is
only a means to that end. (pp. 20-21)

In light of'this distinction, evaluatipn can(le categorized

-as decision-oriented and research as conclusion-oriented study.

-Evaluation differs from research intended to produce results of

general significance; eyaluation, with its decision orientation,

is intended to proyide reSults'rele4ant for a 'particular pro=.
A

o

graniist a specific point in time.: It differs from conclusidh-

oriented Fesearch ih the reasons fot conducting the work, the con-
4

straints imposed by the thstitutional setting, and the in,stended
ir

use Of the information generated.- Tvaluation should generate in-
.

formation that will lead to decisions .about educational question0

and probleft within a particular setting.

The decision orientation toward evaluation considers both the

manner and the times At which- evaluations might be con-
,

ructed: It points out phases in the development of a program

during which various audiences might effectively,use credible in-

formation. E4.-,does ot assume there is a..single approach td

evaluation, wileth is universally a ropriate. Rather, the ap-

bilingual program t9

it operates, and the

s

proach to evaluation is guided by the kind of

be evaluated, the context or setting in which

,real-world constraints with which the program staff must work.

Th dist,inction between-researgind evaluation should not be 6

interpreted to mean tat research and evaluation are mutually.ex-

, clusive categories. Evaluations often employ research methodology

-to enhance the generalizability of thetr findings. FUrther, many
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)t
evaluations include some research questions. For e)xample, tlypoth-

eses regarding the rdlationship betWeen certain aspects of the

4nstr9ctional program and student outcomes mey be tested. Evalua-

tion,
1

thus, may encompass research end 'is a soMewhat broader

/activity than classic research. Beth, howpver, are complementary

,activities; in the complex world Of the evaluation of bilingu.al

programs, there is room for b th pursuits. '

Flom the'above distinction between research and evaluation,

the Center for the,-Study of EvaluatX has defined evaluation as
-,

the process'Of selecting, collecting, and interpreting Anfoi'mation'

for the purpose of.keeping various audiences informed about a pro=

gram. Usually these(' audiences will use the information to make

decisions. The decisions needed to be madeal, ilingual pro-
4or

gram.depend on the progrim's stage of development. Creating a biL

ptogram can be vieweeas occurring ih fer phases:

Needs assessment. The first .phase,i6 the cycle of program

development is needs assessment, during which the need for the

program is established. In this phase students are assessed to

detVfmine the range of English-language proficiencies that exist.

This information will determine the most appropriate kind 'of bi7

lingual pro,gram to meet students' needs. This phase will also in-

4
clude evaluating the surrounding context in which the program .will

have Eo.operate, e. g., parental and community attitudes, support.,

for the pro'gram, andistaff qualifications.

Program planning. The second phase in program development is,

program planning. Here teachers, parents and other community mem-

bers, curriculum experts,.and others _plan a pVogram to. meet.the

4.

t.
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high- riority goals 'determined. by the .needs assessment. Plans

16.

should also.be made for evaluation of the-prograffi at this time,

including consideration Of: the measdres to be used, the most

Appropriate evaluation design,

-reporting.. .1

and meanV of analysis. and

The first two phases are concerned With establishing the,.pro-
4

gthm's goals. A needs assessment sets goal prioritiesi program
4V .

planning deseribes the ptogram to reach these goals and how the

program will be evaluated. Implicit:in *this model is one pre-

scription about how evaluations should proceed, that is, they
a

should addrea.s.the goals hnd--processes of -the particular program

being evaluated. The evaluator should look firs/ at the goals'

and processes of the particular bilingual program and then design'

.an evaluation appropriate to that set of goals and ptogramoofproc-

esses. ure.the wid. t use of 'the ihformation gathered, both

for
people in grbgr m and for audiences externar-to it, the

evaluator should als

. program's leatu

Formativ

lecting end

' program

lan to describe and documeni the

eration.

Formhtive evaluation requires col-
.d

mation for program improvement.. While a

b

V,
gram "pfannqrs aAr

iI
insta led, the formatiVt evaluator provides pro-

, .

with.' implementation information to help

Eventually, Aot course, 'peopl will Want tol

staff

Ljust and imprdve it.
\

know-whether or .ndt. the progtam is effective;

cannot be answeredimmediately..

uation that.- asks.)About the

but tgese questions

They Must await a summative eval-
,

program's overall value and effect.

Alile the aiogram develops, the evaluAtr should provide,a-
,.af

iiplementation information. This infor-
.

wide range of program
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InatIon can be used to decide if the dbrogtam needsto be modified

dnd/or to'èneck that students are progressing.
,

...' j ,
,.,

e

, Sumihative evaluation. Summative evaluation examineh the6pro-,,,.

gram's total impact. After its deNtelopmental stage and when:-func-.

tioning 'as' intended, the program tis ready to. be summarily de-
4
%scrlied and perhapsliudged. ,This suminaty evaluation, the kind of'

evaluation typically conducted,.will include a program description

dnd an estimation of its effect on student outcoAps.

Impl.iCit in the four ppases of program development and evalu-

ation is the notion of program documentation. Documentation

k b'lingual prdgrams is:a crucial actiivity. It adds to the eval-,

uation component an element that fully descriei the bilingual
ai - -*

practice's followed in`the program And tkosc events and processes

that interacted to achieve outcomes. This doctiMentation should

describe the program's crucial features and be considered an inte-

gral part of program operation and evaluation. If worthwhile re-

sults.are found in a program, it may be worth maintaining to test .

its future affects and to help others assess its relevance in a

new setting. Thus, simile statement of outcome ane estilhation of,
-

eflect is not adequate to fuily demonsttate program achievements.

Nedded is a thorough description that, in conjunction with state-.

ments of outcome,.will ddculnent.the interactions of process' andra
'events that constituted the.program.

The approach to evaluation described above permits considera-

, tion of a broad range of important concerns: contekt.characten.ft,

istics ich ,as class sizN sdhool/district features; and the

6
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program's time 'frame; input characteristics such ,as student

age, linguistic backgroupd, ability, and attitude; implementa-

.

tion characteristics such as program features and need f&

improvement;. and outcomes, including both antic(pated and

unanticipated effects. It focuses data collection where program

effects are most likely" to occur and gathers a wide var.iety of

information, both process and outcome. Above all it attempts to

provide credible and useful*information for a broad range of edu-`

;

.cational decisions.

The Nature of Bilingual Education

What bilingual educatidn is, or should be, depends on who you

ask. Some feel that bilingual education s4ou1d bettransitional;

others feel it should be maintenance. Cultural, psychological,

social, political, and educational issues must be considered: ba-
,

sic issues of language dominance versus language proficiency and

differing theories of learning, development, language acquisition,

and linguistics.

Four hajor kinds of bilingual programs exist:

Type I, Transitional Bilingual, allows pupils to adjust to
*

school and/or subject matter until English skills are developed.

In this kind of program, language development is the objective.

Type II, Monoliteral Bilingual, works to develop both lan-

guages totaural/oral skills but doesn't include literacy skills

in the native language. This kind of program develops fluency in

the native language and is a compromise between language shitt and

language maintenance.
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Type III, Partial Bilingualism, aims for fluency and literacy in

both languages, but literacy,in the native language-is restricted
fp

to certain 'subject matters. This kind of program emphasizes lan-

P
guage and cultural maintenance.

Type IV, Full Bilingualism, develops skills in both Lan-

guages. This kind of program is directed at development and main-

stenance of the native language.

Given these differences in' program.intention, the overall
4

evaluation and proceaures it follows should be appropriate to the

nature and'purposes of the program being evaluAed.

#

Methodology Problems in Design an0 iiesting

The minimum requirements for Title -VII basic programs as

amended by the re4ulations published in the Federal Register,

Maich 29,,1979, include:

1 The.evaluation should assess project progress in achiev- '

ing its Title VII objectives in all components.

2. Evaluation of pupil achievement should provide for some

comparison of performance on reading skills in English

and in the native language, with an estimate of what per-

formance would have teen in the absence of the program.

Comparisons may be based on local, regional, or national

norms on standardized tests; on historical data; or on

achievement scores of a comp rison or control group. The

limitations of such comparisons must be recognized in

data analysis and interpretation.
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3. Instruments to evaluate student performancedshould be

described, as 'shOuld Xhe rationale for their selection

and procedures for use.

4. Pre- and posttest results should be reported on all par-
/

.

ticipating students (and complrison stuaents, if 'used)

using means,-standard deviatiops, and appropriate tests

of statistical significance.

5. Procelpres should be establihed for determining when

students no longer need assistance in developing English

broficiency; this includes an individual evaluatir of

each student enrolled in the program for two years to

determine if the student should remain in the program.

A major consideration in planning a bilingual program evalua-

tion is to consider the establishment of an appropriate standard

of comparison and the selection pr development of measures appro-

priate to the desired means of comparison. These decisions should

be influenced by the particular program's features and relevant

federal, state, and local requirements. While becoming familiar

with the prirami ehe evaluator must keep in mind the'basic re-

quirements of an accepectile evaluation and the design and testing

issues associated with them.

Fe'deral regulations that provide for transitional bilingual

programs call for comparisons based On local, regional, or nation-

al norms; on historical data; or on achievement scores of a com-

parison or control group. It4s generally impossible to establish

a control group to provide a close estimate of how well studentS1

would have done without the program. However, the evaluator



s,

should attempt to make the best estimate available within the par-

ticular program's constraints, noting any limitations ,stemming

from the comparison used as the estimate's basis.

Once the dtandard o\comparison has been established, tests

and other measured appropriate to that type of comparison can- be

selected or developed. Tests, whether ,selected or developed,

should passess acceptable technical properties and match the pra

.
gram's curriculum and the lianguage of instruction. Given the. r

rent limitations of both norm-referenced and criterion-referencjI

tests, and because all*aspects of a bilingual project cannot.be,

assessed\by achievement measures, a broad data 'base should be--

developed. This base may rely oh standardized and criterion-

refere ced tests as well as other.measurement techniques such as

questionnaires and qbservations. A broad data base, .in addition.

to serving the need ot program documentationp may help to allevt-

ate some of the "lore troublesome problems discussed telow.

In general, program-evaluations/are conducted to provide evi-

dence of a program's success. They try to ansWer the basic ques-

tion, "Did the students in bilingual programs achieve as well ot

better tha4.if they had remained in a regular, unilingual pro-

gram?"

As mentioned earlier, two factors pose design problems for

evaluating bilingual programs: (1) the broacrange of NEP/LEP

students, and (2) the methodological -problems of participant se-

lection.

Many designs have been proposed based on camparison

groups. Yet bilingual programs can rarely be studied experimen-



talily because legislation or program administrators may prohibit

Withholding bilingual services from students entitle to them.

Because of legal and 'ethical considerations, Students who might

benefit from bllingual services cannot be randomly assigned to a ,

non-treatment compa'rison group. Further, bilingual programs do

not consist of a single isolated treatment that can be evaluated

experimentally. Many employ multiple compensatory efforts that

overlap, so student progress might be due to any combination of-.

these trearents. -

For thei-Se reasonso. evaluations frequently use other than rarpr.

domized- controlled experiMntal designs. Since ,these nonexperi-
r

mentomparisons are confounded in various ways, reliable base-

line data will provide information that helps the eNialuator deter-
1

mine whether or not a program has significantly affected student

performance. Gathering baseiine data requires collecting informa-

tion prior to the program's implementation ,and wcomparing that
. . ..

data to the program's results. For example, it may be necessary

to consider sources of student ability differences. Issues to ex-

plore include the student's initial linguistic statusethe period.,

in the student's development in which the second language is
r w

troduced, and the length of time the student has been in the pro
-J t

gram. Such factors could either_ be controlled when evaluating
1

program impact or examined'as.to the effect they have on the bi-

k
l'ngual student's education.

Initial language dominance and/or proficiency must be consid-
. .

.

ered when evaluating a program's effects. Language dominance and

profidiency are of* the primary criteria for selecting students

-
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to participate in biliRguilpograms. In addition to its applica-

tioR in student placement, initial diagnosis'of language skill is

also 4mportant for understanding test_relevance and interpretation

of subsequent test performance. Previous bilingual evalkStions
. .

have revealed that the-continuum of relative fluency in both Eng-

lish (and the native language can be extremely large among lidlin-
.4)

gual program students. Thus, proper generalizability about the

students served depends on an approximate account of the hetero-

geneity of the dual e-skills present in programs. .By oon-

trasting similar languag e groups, it may be (possible to provide

much more detailed information about progqm efect. By estimat-

ing students' edu6itiona1 gains in terms' of taileir particular lin-
,

.

guistic groups, the gain derived is also lik4ly to- be more .

reliable.

The appropriate time for introdubtion of a second language,

of reading, and the length of time students-will be in a program
.

before Einal assessment ai'e issues that may demand longitudinal.
-

(more than a one- or t year time span) evaldatidn. Longitudinal

tudies are critical to determining ,how two languages should be

used within an entire program curriculum and what ageCare'most

conducive to language learning and achievement. Because of the
9

number of variables involved, bilingual program evaluation shoula

be basea on: (1) multiple :questions (not just whether students

educationally benefited more by program participation as opposed

to remaining in regular 'classes), and (2) multiple analytic de-
.

signs (jather than the traditional cross-sectional design associ

atecrwith end-of-year-summ4ive evaluations).
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Beyond the question of design, lack of adequate instrumente

,for the assessment of NEP/LEP students presents another problem

for evaluators. Much has been said about the inadequacy of stan-
j

dardized tests for assessment cplturally and linguistically

different students. These limitations are magnified when norms

are used, since NEP/LEp students are generally underrepresented in
A

the field testing and norming sample and separate norms for.these

groups are not available. Moreoveri, even when adequatelfield

testing1 been conducted among NEP/LEP students, the possible

linguistic and cultural biases of many standardized instruments

undermine their validity and reliability. the problems are p'ar-

ticularly acute with respect to English aanguage measures, but are

often equally pervasive in instruments that are simply trOnsla-
zit

tions from english-language versions.

There is a serious shor1of technically sound instrunients

tkat e culturally and programmatically appropriate for non- and

limited Enilish speakers. Test scores obtained .on instrumente

currently in use can.vary considerably based .on- the congruency'be-

tween the curriculum.and test content.

An'alternative to standardized tests is the use of criterion-

referenced tests. These,may potentially iddicate the extent to

which students have mastet10 their 'nstructional program's -objec-,

,4

tives. They may serve particulay well for diagnostic ancr4re-

scriptive information at, the local le el. But criterion-

referenced tests also have limitations. Sparse technical informa-

tion on them is available, and_how appropriate it is to use them

across projects is questionable. Further, because De the varying

2.9



lack of clifficulty of items and objectives, it'is

compare an achievement score on one test/to that of

preceding design and testing issues.should be kept

the evaluator examines the program's charadteristics.

difficult to

another. The

in mind while

IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR PRACTICE ,

Assessing Title VII Program Gains,

9

Title VII eiraluationi often intend to provide information for
-

use at local, state and federal policy levels; and they are often

more concerned4wh broad accountability than 'vdth program-
.

specific information. In addition, Title VII audiences tend ,to

ask for information that can be used to comPare students in the

program ylth other-students. Because of accountability and com-

-parison concerns, Title VII evaluations often rely on the d011eC7

tion and analysis of pupils' .scores on a -norm-referenced teSt.
\--------.,

This kind of fest bas a specific purpose an4 meaburds 'certain
,*..-

kinds of. goals, and its ke as the soAe meas re for"Title VII
°

prograni4evaltations is sibject to question. , a

A norm-referenced test draws its content from a general i:iody

of subject matter. It is designed to give information that can be

used .to compare a pupil's performance with the performance of

other. pupils assessed on thersame test. It demonstrates the

differeeces among pupils on the basis of their test scores'

a

rather-than showing exactly what they have learned.

A norm-referenced test can compare pupils because it is used

tci place the pUpils on a scale of performance, from highest to low-

est on the basis of their test scores. Because a norm-referenced
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test rais students, it ini4ht not accurately show what a Title VII

program has actually accoMplished for thee participating pupils.

To rank students om the basis of their teit scores, pupils' scores

must be changed to another kind of score, sudh as a pewentile.

Thie kind of sdore does not show how much or how 'much of

What a pupil has learned because the test. it coMes from mea-,

sures general,goals nsteadt.of specific ptogram objectives.

4,
Because.a riormreferenced test covers broad goals, it may not

4

adequately measdte a school's Title VII program's particular in-

structional objectives. If the validity of a test can be chal-
.

lenged, then statements about its reliabilty or consistency have

little meaning.

Due to ehese Problems, criterion-referenced tests have been -
4,0

proposed instead 'of, or in associatton with, nordrIc.eferenced
-

.teste. A.criter,ion-referended, or objecti'ves-based, test is not

meanItto rank or compare pupils .on the basis of their 'test scores.
A

. Instead, it is ineended to show how muh,h pupgs have, learned

in terms of the specific objectives Of..thelprogr m kthey are in.

This kind. of test often has a standard oritnce or- cut-off
i

score used_ for -making decisiohs about the individual pupil%s
. . .

.
. 7 .

learning, indepenaeift of what the other pupils have.leamned.
.

.
. , ..Y.

While criterion-ieferenced tests are intended to provide spe-
.

.
cific performance information about ipdividual pupils, they shoufd.

A

not be seen.as a :cure for all testing. problems. Some,issues,must

still be solved in the,development and use of:these tests. For .

example, a criterion:-referenced test might not provide a base that

call'be used to inte ret what pupil acKlevemOt of ipecific objec,-

1. -

A .
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tives4 actuallY means. That is-, on the basis of the tesl scores
4

41oner it might be diallicult to judge the educatioT significance

of at_tsaining a set of instvictional objectives, to decOe f that

attainment .is important or trivial. Methods to overcome this

problem will be covered later in this paper.

Norm-referenced tests, beyond any general limitations, may be

even more limited when used to evaluate educational programs like

Title VII. A nOrm-referenced test is usually tried out with a

nati9nal sample of students- to see how well it funCtions, These

students are called the nciriaing *sagple becaUse their test

,44k
scores are dsed to interpret tk scores of other students. Since

) -

4

pupils who are eligible,for Title VII programs differ considerably

fróm the norming sampler comparing them with a national sample is
e-

not the best way to determine the quality of their performance.

There are other problems in the use of norm-referenced tests

for,title gII program evaluations. Title VII evaluations usually

try to.state what thekprogram accomplished for its pupils. One

way to make this kind of statement is to compare. the perfomance

of the pupils in the program with identical pupils who did not get

the program. But, as mentioned earlier, establishing this kind of-

comparison group, consisting of students who are eligible tor the

program but do not get it, is difficult. Thus, fo Title VII

evaluations, where it?may only be possible to get in ormation on

participating pupils, the need is for a method of ob ining infor-

mation interpreted in terms of pupil progess compa ed to national

student.s a dards.
411a.
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( The two most frequently used strategies foe establishing com-
,

parison on the basis of norm-referenced test scores have problems

because of the assumptions they make about.,Title VII'pupil learn-

ing. Pro onents of one approach believe that pupil learningr

rather than ipeing cumulative, will follow a strAight line. If a

pupil's score on thtkpretest is known, that pupil's posttest score

Can be estimated, If a pupil s9ores higher than was estimated on

the posttest,-then the program is said tci be s4cessful. With the!

other approach( the assumption is that'if a pupil sceires at a cer-
,

. ,

tain level on-the pretest, at a'certain percentile, for example,'

th'en that pupil will score atjthe same level unless educated

Title VII program. If pupils score,higher om the poslitest,

the program is presumed to have been beneficial.

. It is not clear whether the first procedure provides informs-,

in a

then*

tion that will make the program lciCebetter or worse than it gctpu-

ally was.. But the seCond procedure may make the program look as

if it accomplished less than it did. This is because pupils-
..

in programs like Title VII willtnot rcore the same on pretest

and postttest if they do not get i'he program. Rather, they tend

to tall further and further behind and score even lower on thv

posttest unless they are provided with additional instruction:

if a Title VII program slmply preserves a pupil'b relative st*and-

ing from pretest to posttest,. the program 'may have been 'more ef-
.

fective than the scores would suggest since the pupils did not

fall further behind.

-Both approaches a/so assume that norm-referenced.tests are
A

Accurate for measaing the effects of specific instru tional pro-
,
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grams. This assumption is questionable and suggests the possibil-01*
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ity of using criterion-referenced.test, even though this kind of

test could sill be improved.(

To summarize:to this point, there are problems n the use of

narm-refetenced tests for Title VII evaluatiOns and Liere are dif-

ficulties in setting, reasona'b. performance standards for the

pupils in these programs; so it is hard to judge the.educational

significance of the gains accomplished by a. given program. There- .
-

fore; there is'a need for further work on:. (1) the identification

and use of tests that are accUrate for measuring the effects of

Title VII programs, and ,(2) setting standards of parformance3.

appropriate for students eligible forAlese programs.

These prdblems highlight the need for a broader approach to

evaluation that.usesc not only achievement tests but also:other

techniques such as obseryations-, interviews, questionnaires, and-

other information that can be used'to see what the program accpm-
.

plished. These kinds of measures can be used to proVide'a back-
. 0

ground of information for interpreting what the test.scores actu-

ally mean, whether theSe tests are norm- or d'iterion-referenced.

This expanded approach tb evaluation is necessary not only for the
.4

interpretation it offers but also because of the contribution it

- can make to help dgtermine exactly which components of the Title

VII program are most effective. ,

Title VII Program Components and Pdpil Perforgance

From the above, it should be clear that Title VII evaluations

can be improved if information is provided that will help inter-,

4
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pret the meaning'of pupil scores. Such evaluations will be col-
'

lecting information for dectsions about the worth of'the local
.1 lb

program. The local program Oill essentially be one-versiop of a,,

larger externally-funded prdjr* since each local school Alte
7:#

ten decides what its program"will lok like and what it wi..l do

to-achieve its objectives. BecSuse of'variation fefom school to

school, it kt difficult tlb find out which kinds of instructional

materials and strategies'lead to pupil gains.

Local schobl district Title\ VII programs are not all the

same, Since each program tries to",he most beneficial for Its par-

ticularspupils. Ivaluation Should therefore help clariq local

program intentions and operations help operators understand the

\-*.program they have'lomplemented, and, whether it is prOceeding on

target or needs to be improved. Using a broad set of measures is-

appropriate to this kind of assistance, if these measurts are

selected -or devel dso that theymatch the educational objec-

tives of the local s oti program and fit the setting in which it
Id

operates.

For example, since schools develop heir own objectives and

expectations, the accuracy of a norm-re erenced.test for a given

school'S- program must be questioned. It is possible 'that the test

used is more( or less appropriate for one.progrAl compared to an-
%

.other, and so there are questions about the accuracy of the test

scores provided,And what thoy meam for the individual school. If

one school's objectives match better with,w0at the test measures

than those of other schools, this school will possibly score

higher on the basis of this match, no matter what takes place in



its _classrooms. If .'a\Lschool's objectives do not matth the'test
) ,

well, this schoqpi's test scores would possibly be low even. though,
4
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it was benefkk the pupils.
,

Each school planning nd de4eloping its 'Own'irliktructional
.11

program ma'r rely on a wide variety of myterials and strategies.

k . .

Therefore, it is important to know how well* certain set of-in=
.o

itructional practices fits the test used as the pripcipai-means.of

evaluation.k Schools can giso differ in how and how-much they use
N

resource teachers, aides, teaching assistants; and 'vopriteers.-
2

The extent to Which such reqour es,can affect program.impact nebds,

to be verifiedvt,4eir'effect cnnot be determined on the basis of

test scores alone.. .

In short, current evalfation practice nikès it difficult to .

deterthine the degree dof pupil gains and which particular school
0

-

efforts led to them. Evaluation practice mudt be broadened"if we .

are td jt.ige the educ6tional significance Of,the gains growing ourNf
Aer.

of Title VII programs. Wew techniques for describing and docu-

menting IOcal schoO practices must be explored so that we can de-
s

termine which specific Title- VLI instructional features ceed

and why.

) No matter which test or kind of testAis used for asse sing.

Title VII pupil outcomes, the first ev on prior4ty is a care-

ful analyiis of the school's Title'V I curr culum. This informa-
,

tion can help determine the match b ween the school's curriculum

and the objectives the test measured. From this, "over time, de-
-,

scriptions of Title VII instructional features and the kinds of ,

educational gains they lead to can be developed..

a
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At the same time accurate and cost-effective means of docu-

menting or describing Title VII instructional practice at the

school and classroom levels should be investigated. By thoroughly

describing the total instructional setting, a picture will emerge

of the specific school/classroom objectives; how these objectives

were established; instructional materials and practices usedt

kinds of students for whom the instruction is most effective; set-

ting and manner in which instruction and assessment take place;.

extent to which instructional ptactice was mdtifi6d on the basis

Of ongoing use of assessment information; kinds of modifications

they led to; and manner and extent of use of huMan and material

tesources. In turn, identification of successful and unsuccessful

Title VII program operation will be enhanced.

Given the previously described problems ith norm-referenced

tests, use ot such tests should besubject further investiga-

tion. Should a norm-referenced test be used, it should be accu-

rately established how well it fits with the instructional objec-

ti7es and practices of the program evaluated. Scores obtained

would then be interpreted in terms Of how well the test measures

the individual school's objectives. 1.

Because a norm-referenced test is intended to show the total

picture, it might best be used,on some sampling basis. That is,

not every Title VII pupil needs to be tested on a norm-referenced

test for the broader picture to emerge. Sampling is attractive in

that it will reduce the burden of testing time. It will also pm-
.

vide a background for.comparison that will enhance possible Title

VII use of criterion-referenced tests, which will assess spe-
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cific instructional objectives instead of the broad program fea-
,

tures.

A good criterion-referenced test should le tied in to a spe-

cific set of educational objectives. As with norm-referenced

tests, the fit between the criterion-referenced test and the pro-

gram's objectives and.instructional practices must.be determined.

This fit, incidentally, may involve not only changing the test,

but also restating school-level objectives where necessary.

Over time, these criterion-referenced tests shOuld proilide a

more precise picture of pupil achievement in terms of specific

instructional objectives rather than broad educational goals. A

norm-referenced test, however, might continue to provide part of

the information, especially that which looks at the program as a

whole, with a criterion-referenced test providing information

about the specific components and objectives of the school or

project.

Since some audiences will continue to asaifor ways to inter-
. et...

pret criterion-referenced test scores so th t they provide some

C:normative or comparison basis, it max be me sary to devise meth-

ods of equating criterion-referenced scores with norm-referenced

scores. With this kind of strategy, norm-referenced and

criterion-referencedscores are 'part of the overall evaluation

effort; and since two kinds of pupil scores will be available,, the
A

possibility of more meaningful assessment is increased. This

,technique helps overcome the problem of interpreting the meaning

of criterion-referenced test scores mentioned earlier.

Oci
L.)
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The strategies suggested above can reduce the amount of

testing in Title VII schools while increasing itsodecision-making

valueffor different audience levels, and, consdquently, a more

accurate demonstration of the impact of the program on the partic-

ipating pens.

In Baker et al., 1180, procedures were described by which

project staff can examine/select norm-referenced tests in terms of

their techniCal properties and their match, with the Iprogram's ob-

jectives. The paper also discusses procedures for developing/

selecting criterion-referenced tests.

Describing the Program that Led to the Gains

In the procedures _described above, information.on what stu-

dents actually reqeVed in the program must be collected so that

statements can be made about.what parts of thewsprogram led to

which outcomes. A documentation system is needed .that will pro-

vide valid and reliable informatlon about program implementation.

The three basic approaches to documentation consist of infOrmation

gathered directly from program participants, examination of pro-

gram records, and observation. Information gatheredirom program

participants can consist of staff reports, questionnaires, and in-

eerviews. Examination of records can consist either of record-

keeping systems Aesigned specifically for the program's documenta-

tion or they can consist of reccTls that naturally evolve during

the life of the program. Observations, which can be informal or

slistematic, usually take the form of checklists, coded reports, or

delayed reports.
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These kinds of documentation procedures, in conjunction with

accurate assessment of pupil performance, should lead to Title VII ,

program evaluations, which offer an accurate picture of the pro-

gram's achievement, the educational significance of that achieve-

ment, and the particular program components contributing to

.achievetent. This approach obviously relies upon the use of mul-

tiple measures and data-gathering techniques that let us assemble

converging data. To the extent that it is ,appropriate and

feasible, a combination of interviews, records, and observa-

tions can be used to generate information that supports or quali-

fies the picture of the program gained by each-single approach.

Elsewhere (Burry, 1981), I have described the pros and cons

of each of the above techniques, how they tie in with the larger

evaluation effott, and the program situations in which one tech-

nique is more appropriate than another. I also offer some tips

for designing, constructing, and testing each of the.documentation

(-
techniques.

A

Selecting an Appropriate Evaluation Design1
and Analysis Technique

An evaluation design describes from whom evaluation in-

formation will be collected, with what 'measuring device, and

at what times in the life of the program. When an evalqator

plans a design, he or she has to decide on: (1) groups or units

from whom information'will be collected, (2'). me,asurement instru-

1The suggestions for design are adapted from a workshop (Winters

et al., 1980) dealing with the,planning, design, and conduct
of an active Jailingual program evaluation.

30
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ments to be used, (3) times when instruments will be administered,

and (4) appropriate procedures for analyzing data.

Evaluation design is a mitagement tool for or4anizing

data collection activities. The design specifies the questions to

be answered by the evaluation as well as the information that best
iN

addresses these questions and incorporates techniques to make this

information as credible as possible, given constraint imposed by

setting or time. "Design" does not only refer t% the statis-

tics used for data analysis, although data analysis procedures do

affect the credibility of evaluation results. Rather, design is a

term for all the zing activities related to information

iathering: asking the right questions, identifying the informa-

tion that will answer them,.,selecting or developing appropriate,

instruments, and applying appropriate data analysis precedures.

Part of ,the anallisis consists of interpreting the infoimation,

drawing conclusions, king recommendations. The evaluation

design ghould pay attentio to the political context in which the

program operates, the theories and assumptions of the program par-
..

ticipants, and the program itself. It is essential to know what

kinds,of data gathering activitiee, from observation and inter-

-views through achievement tests, will yield information most rele-
,

vent to the questions guiding an evaluation. Also necessary for

the credibility of the evafuation is a familiarity with alterna-

tive data analysis procedures and the inferences they support.

The need for credible informa,tion arises in several kinds of

,-bilingual evaluations. As mentioned earlier, decision makers may

be interested in prd4ram context, inputs, implementation, or out-
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comes.. The courts may be concerned with whether the program pro-

"totes effective participation in the educational process. Funding

agencies need reliable data related to funds allocation (program

inputs), program khstallation (implementation), and student

achievement (outcomes). School administrators are concerned with

student achievement and effective allocation of educational

resources. Project staff, in addition to having the above con-

cerns, also need informatlon for use in on-going.program improve-

ment: Parents, whose participation is required-in the.planning

and iriplementation,of bilingual programs, are concerned with stu-

dent outcomes and the school environment.

Each of the four evaluation concerns--context, input, imple-

mentation, and outcomes--generates different sets of questions to'

guide the evaluation. If decision-makers need information about

-

program context, they may have some of the following questions in

1. Why was the program installed?

2. o is interested in the program and why?

p. What are itaff and commmunity attitudes toward the

program?

4. What bilingual education theories guide the program, and

do staff members concur in their theories?

These questions get at the "climate" in which the program is oper-

ating, possible conflicting interests in program results, and rel-

evant conditions existing prior to program implementation.

Funding agencies, administrators, and project-staff often

want to know about the quality and quantity of program inputs in

order to assess the level of program implementation or the rela-

_

)



4 tionship of these inputs to program outcomes. Some input Auts-

tions are:

1. Which languages are spoken by students and how well?

2. What is the home 1anguage used by students?

3. How many bilingual/ESL teachers are available, and what k
is their competence to teach in bilingual programs?

4. What kinds of materials are used?

5. How%much money is -spent on salaries, materials, aides,

etc.?

Ikese questions deal with the kinds and amounts of resources used

in the program.

Program implementation is of special concerti to the evalu-

ator. One must know that the program really exists, 'what 4t6

goals are, and what it looks like before data collection can be

planned. - Program implementation data are also very useful for

substantiating theories of bilingual instruction, assessing future

program needs, and examining the, relationship between program par-

ticipation and student achievement. Implementation evaluation fo-

cuses on such queAtions as:

1. Is there a bilingual program in operation?

2. What are its major features?

3. How much time is being-spent in various activities?

4. What are teachers' preferred teaching styles?

5. How are materials being used?

6. What are the patternA of teacher-student language use?

7. Is the program complying with legal guidelines?

8. Does the program peed to be improved and, if so, how?
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A 'final evaluation focus is on progrA outcomJ9-7summative

6
evaluation.° This perspective, as I mentioned earlier, is perhaps

the most familiar and certainly the one that often comes to mind

when you think of "evaluation." The focal pc4nt of outcomes eval-

uation is en student achievement) As seen earliier, federal regu-

lations require student achievement data. Evaluators, then, may

.,be requested to provide information about:

1. How well the program promots student achievement vis7
a-vis a norm group.

2. How students in the program com15-are to those in a similar

°bilingual program.

3. How students compare to students receiving no speCial

bilingual instruction.
v.

4. The pattern of stUdent achilvement over, time. Ar

To summarizes,,bilingual evaluators need designs that provide

credible information for a wide range of questions. A variety of

information should be gathered in b lingual program evaluations

because there are many diverse audiences with interests in pro-

gram processes and outcomes. There'lcjittle baseline information

available for decision makers to know what the program should be e

when fully implemented, w at desirable and normal patterns of lan-

guage growth in the native language and English should be, and

what instructional strategies and materials are most positively

associated with-desired student outcomes. In addition, different

audiences fiave different information needs. The bilingual program

evaluator, therefore, must provi e a variety of background, de-
#

scriptive, process, and outcome nformation to augment subsequent

program planning and elialuation efforts.

1

lso.1
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0 Differences between bilingualrand monOlingual evaluations and

the threats to...information validity posed by sample, instrumentse

and extraneous factors in bilingual settings might suggest that it

is impossible to conduct a credible bilingual e;aluation. But

there are three powerful concepts that help counter'many threats

to validity. These concepts are: comparison, controlled assigr

designs.ment, and multiple

Comparison. One

is tojgather data for

way to

making

avoid many Of the threats to validity

comparisons between the program group
0

and some external standard. The notion df comparison is powerful

and deals with the threats to validity contained in sample,

instrumentation, and extraneous factors.

Under ideal circumstances, 'the evaluator 4ould find a group

of students who were alike in all relevant educational character-

*.

istics, suchipas abilities an"---lrental and home characteristics,

assign a sample to a special program, or "tregtment, while other

samples would continue in the regy.ar educational program. Fox

r
....- * ,

example, the group under study may participate in a new program

designed.to.improve reading comprehension. Qther thargparticipa-
,

tion in the new reading program, everything about the two groups

would be the same.

4The. evaluator might ask if students in the readihg prograe

show greater growth in reading comprehension than students in the

regular program. To answer this question, the evaluator might

give both groups a reading comprehension test at the beginning of

the year and then administer the test again at the year/he end. If

the control students' scores average23 on the pretest and 29 on
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the posttest, and the reading program students' scores went from

3 to 40 on the postteSt, the differences in scores between the

two groups would be:evidence for the readin4 programs value.

It is, however, never, possible to find identical groups of
.40

students,whe differ only with respect to a single educational

.treatment. Yet if judgments about the relative performances of

two groups are to be fair, the groups Host be as similar as possi-

blé. One way to enhance- the comparability of the groups 0- via

controlled assignment.

4 Controlled assignment. Since evaluators cannot really find

groups with identi characteristics; they may use random assign-

ment to ensure that b th.groups have similar characteristics and ,

resemble, with only chance variations, the general diversity com-

'\
monli' occurring in the population they represent. The notion be-

hind random assignment is that any member of the popUlation (such

as second graders in a particular school) h#s an equal chance to

be selected for one of the groups (either the control qr the vik,

(treatment group).

Randomization in a sChool setting is not easily achieved.
,

Students are not atlinarily assigned to ckassrooms randomly. .Even-

within classrooms, they may be assigne4( to special, treatments on

the basis of need rather than randomization. The situation is

further complicated in most bilingual prograts if all students

eligible for the program must be served, effectively precluding

use of a control or comparison group.

But the notion of controlled assignment 'does address the

problim of finding an appropriate comparison group for the evalua-

(
3
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tion. If the prbcess by which groups are formed is known, for

example, then ''bAtell,edifferences between the groups can be con-

trolled or explained; here the evaluator can'use naturally occur-

ring equivalent groups for comparison. An example of naturally

occurring equivalent c9ntrol groups is a comOarison between stu-

dents enrolled in a bilingual pro9ram in one schoql and students

enrolled in a similar biltngual program in another school in the ,

same district (note that the similarity addresses both students

and ''their. program). Or,'-you might find an ,"equivalent"
,

com-

parison group by Jocating another classroom in another schbo(or'

district wilose students have the same language proficiency levels,

native language ba4ground, an& socio-economic status as, those

enrolled iNhe bilingual program. Randomization, matching, and

selection of comparison groups on the basis of a cutting score are

all instlhces of controlled assignment. Any controlled assignment '

procedure can be applied to diCierent kinds of groups, to. stu-'

dents, to classrooms (without regard t ow the students in them

got thdte), to schools, or to districts. If the process by which

the comparison groups were formed is knOwn, and the potentiaf,sys-

ir
tematic differences between them are documented (using the

kinds of procedures inentioned earlier) you will be able to reach

fairly.good conclustons about student achievement based on these,

comparisons.
#

Multiple designs. The third concept forpprOvement' of de-

sign is the un of multiple designs. The information needs of bi-

lingual plgrams ire extensive, and they require several kinds of
4

information that probablyscannot be addressed in any single de-

4
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sign. Since design refers to:preselected units of observatio;

measures, the timeline for data collection and data anal-

1

ysis plans, it is unlikely that any one particular combina-

tion of timeline, sample, instruments, and analysis would be ap-

propriate for answering several different evaluation questions.

For example, the evaluation design for gathering information on

the question, "Is the program being implemented as planned?" will

differ from one that asks "How well are students who learn to read

in their native language doing when compared tor those instructed'

only in English?" In the first instance, it ;yin be nedessary to

get observation and questidnnaire data about teachers collected at

frequent intervals. The data analysis will coosist, in part, in

matching what was discoveredilappening in the program tO the offi-

cial course description as.,stated in the funding proposal and/or

;purse of study. Needed for the second question, which may be

asked during the sate evaluation, will be achievement test data on

English reading and reading in the native language as well as some

of the descriptive information described above. Thes da a will

probably be collected ai the beginning and end of the fear from

stUnts enrolled in the bilingual program as well as NEP/LEP stu-

dents not.receiving reading instrUction in their native languages.

Data will be analyzed by testing for significant differences be-

tween group scores on'the posttest.
"- ,

Several data collection plans can be incorporated into the

evaluation, each chosen to collect information from,a particular

group by a particular, method at a specified time.. Some of'these

designs may indilude random assignment within-the program in order

Ott
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to answer research' qftestions. Other designs will involve neither

comparison nor controlled'assiqnment because theyare intended to

gather information to be used only within the confines of the par-
_

ticular program.

*In planning the evaluation, one must coasider what will be

)aked about the program, Will comparisons need to be made between

prOgram studeilte and students not in a bilingUal classroom?

Between12rogram students and a norm group? Must the trend oflan-

guageacqui.sition be -shown or the parts of the program contribut-
q

ing to.student achievement be identified? Is it neceSbary to know

how people feel about the program and why? Each of these informh-
,

tion requirements leads to different statistical analysis proce-

dures.

Generally, both descriptive and inferential statistics should

be reported. Both instruments'and the kinds of 'data they provided
/OW

should be described before making judgments about program effects.

This preliminary dataanalysis will include instrument statistics

such as inter-rater, reliability forall constructed response mea-

sures, internal consiStency, and peZhapt test-retest (pre- and

post) reliability for achievement tests, decision or classifica-

tion consistency for criterion-referenced measures, item difficul-

ties, as well as group means and standaid deviatibns.

In addit4ton to descriptive statistics:about your instruments,

kft

you will want tó provide intercorrelations among d'Pendent varia-

bles as an indication of their similarities and differences. 1-You

will also,eximine all the data collected in order to answer the

following:

AR

.*
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1. What general patterns emerge that can be examined-with
inferential statistics?

2. Are there missing data,- unusual frequency histributions,
small sample 'sized, or restricted varian& that will
affegethe interpretatiOn of evaluation results? 10

) .

3. Do the data to be used for making inferences meet the

requirements for inferential statistics?

Deciding-on which kind(s) of statistical analysis technique

to use is often seen as an overwhelming problem--beyond the scope

of the project staff. Perhaps this is because of the esoteric
---

language often used in diScussion of statistics. I'm not saying

that statistical analysis is easy, but it need not be bothersome.

If project staff do not have expertise in statistical analysis,

then they should look for expert help. If they-do look for expert

.help, then it is critical_that the staff have some,background in

the use of statistics so that they' will know the right ques-

tions to,ask of the:,expert, toassure the Most, appropriate statii-

tical analysis, given the individual project, its constraints, and

its information needs.

The selection of an appropriate statistical technique is gov-
e

erned by:, (1) the data the project is 'able to collect, and (2)

the yariables they are examining.

A project can normally collect three kinds of data: nominal,

ordinal, or interval. Nominal data means the information names

something--it doesn't measure, it only gives names. -The informa-

tion is clasilifiga into categories with no necessary relationship

between those categories. For example, we might sfy that a class-
,

room appears to have Some happy versus unhappy childrel.
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Ordinal data means the infotmation tas been ordered according

to rank, witb a categorization of.these things, in terms of more

then or less than. For example, we might have a measure

'that rank-orders degrees of student self-esteem.

Interval data not only tell the order of things, but also

tell the interval or difference between the judgments. For exam-

ple, if one pupil scores 87 and another scores 77, the first stu-

dent has not only performed better, but has also scored better by

10 points. Rating scales and achievement tests are examples of

devices that give interval data.,

Data .from one scale can, if necessary, be converted down-
.

wards.. That is, interval dita can be legitimately converted to

ordinal or nominal.' 'Data, however, should not be converted p-
,

i
,

..wards, for examOle, from Ordinal to nterval.

An evaluation-might cover any of the following variables:

independent, dependent or moderator. An independent variable is

the stimulus variable or input. It is the thing that is examined

to see its relation to sdmething (e. g., a test score) that we

observe. Program and educational interventions are examples of

independent variables.

A dependent variable is the response variable or output. . It

must be observed and measured td find the effect, or the accom-

plishments, of the independent variable such as a program compo-
.

nent. Student performance onfan achievement test is an example of"

a dependent variable.

A moderator variable is a special kind of independent varia-,

ble that may modify the relationship between the independent and
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dependent variables. Student socio-economic status is an example

of a possible moderator variable; (For statistical purposes, mod-

erator variabAs should be considered to be independent vari-

ables.).

, Statistical analyses can be parametric or nonparametric.

Parametric analyses, in short, make certain assumptions about the

data and make strict demands. For

i

example, use of a parametric

itechnique might be based on the ssumption that student score*,

were drawn from a normally distributed population, that is, the
,

normal, bell-shaped curve, or that both sets off scores were drawm

from, a population having the same variance, that Ls, the same

spread of scores. Using a parametric technique assumes the exis-

tence of intervaldata. NonparArlgtic techniques, on the other

hand, do not require that'data be mormally distributed or that the

sample varianTs be 'equal.

Frequently used parametric techniques include the t-Test,

parametric correlation (Pearson product-moient), and analysis of

variance. Frequently used nonparametric techniques, corresponding

in use to the three parametric techniques mentioned above, are the

Mann-Whitney U-Test (a kind of nonparametric t-Test); Spearfian

rank-order correlation; and Chi square.

These kinds.of tests are intended to show the statistical

significance of somethihg; for example, the difference between a

pre- and a post-measure of a program component. They show whether

the differences seem to be the result qf chance or whether they

are more likely to be the result of the program. The greater the
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level of statistical significance the more likely it 'is that the

differences are the result of the program.

Selection of the appropriate statistical technique will die-

pend on the kind (nominal, ordinal, interval) and number of depen-

dent variables we have and the kind and number of independent var-

iables. Since the mix of variables and kind of data sometimes in-
_

dicates only one appropriate technique, and sometimes offers

alternatives to select from, decisions about the whys and where-

fores of analyses should involve discussion between staff and

evaluator.

The Range of Designs2

Vi

Figure 1 lists a serieslof possible evaluation designs, the

kinap_of comparative data they generate, and the requirements that

cut,across designs. Figure 2 shows the kinds of thieats to valid-

ity for which each design is intended to compensate.

Designs Recommended for Bilingual Programs

The following are some suggested designs suitable for gather-

ing information ielated to the major questions most often ad-

dressed in bilingual evaluation. By examining the strengths and

weaknesses of these designs as theyebAt6e to the particular eval-

,t,'

dation concerns at hand, they can be adapted and/or combined as

needed.

2Use of these designs is amplified in
1980.

Winters al.,
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Figure 1

REQUIREMENTS OF TYPICAL DESIGNS

Design

Pretest/Posttest Control Group

-Posttest-Only Control Group

Single Cohort Comparison

Multiple.Cohort Compariton

Nonequivalent Control Group

Regression idscontinuity

Reg ssion Projection

Normed Pretest/Posttest

N+med Pretest, Locql
Pretest/Posttest

Minimum Competency

Time Series/Longitudinal

Multiple Time Series

Exposure to Treatment

Comparative Data Cbtained

Equivalent Group

Equivalent Group

Equivalent Group

iquivalent Group

Nonequivalent Group

Nonequivalent Group

Nonequivalent Group

National Norm GratIN

National Norm Group

Prespecified Achievement
Standard

Withen Group

Withenl Group

Program to Itself

Requirements for all Models.

1. Theory/knowledge of deNielopmental rate of skill being
examined.

2. Evidence that the program existed.

3. Description of program and sample "mortality" with reasons, if '

possible.

4. Documentation of activities that may produce competing
.(explanations of results.

5. Valid and reliable inStruftnts.

6. Explicit criteria_by which program "success" will be judged.
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Figure 2

HELATIVE mammas-OF EVALUATION DESIGNS

(Threats to Validity Countered by Eesign)

Sample Instrumentation \ ExtraneoUS

Selection Maturity Mortality Validity Reliability

Admin.

Procedures-

Concurrent

Programs

Hawthorne

Effects

Pretest/Posttest

Control'Group
,

Posttest Only

Control Group

.

.

Single Cbhort

Cbmparison

.

.

. .,
w

.

,

Muitiple CohOrt

Cbmparison
..

.

.

Nbnequivalent

Control Group

. .

.
.

Regression

Discontinuity

. ,

,

. .

Regression

Projection

4,

.

Norned Pretest,

Posttest

..

,

Nbrmed Pretest,

Local Pretest/Posttest

Minimum Competency .

Time Series/

Longitudinal
.

,

Multiple lime

Series ,

Exposure to
,

Treatment

.

I 5
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The four design types suggested for bilingual programs are

summarized in Figure 3. Each type was selected to address a dif-

ferent, but frequently encountered, bilingual evaluation purpose.

The designs are presented in order of utility, from general to

specific. The most general-purpose designs are the time-series/

lon4itudinal for investigating program outcomes. The exposure-

to-treatment design is widely applicable for formative evalua-

.A
Accountability designs, for reporting information abouttions.

student achievement, either in terms of local program object&es

or national norms (when required), are also presented.

For each detign, the figure also specifies the comparison im-

plied by the design as well as the requirements that need to be

iflot if the design is to be used.

CONCLUSION

As evaluators of bilingual programs begin to plan, they must

consider the various agencies--federal, state, aAd local--who di-

rect the program. The legitimate differences that exist among

programs make it inappropriate to apply one set of design or test

criterito all bilingual programs. The evaluator must consider

the particular needs ofothe program evaluated, recognize the in-

herent difficulties in design and testing, and plan an evaluation

appropriate to the program and feasible yithin its constraints.

It is critical that the goals and objectives of a bilingual

education program be made explicit so that valid criteria for de-

termining program success or failure'can be established. The goal



Evaluation Purpose

All-purpose design bo prdkride
documentation of program de-
velopment, implementation, and
student achievement over time.

NEcok4ENDED

Design

lime SerieS/
Longitudinal

Figure 3

DESIGNS FOR BILINGUAL pROGRAMS

Mmplied Comparison

Within group or age/
grade stohorts

Requirements of the Design

1. Way to trace/document departure of
students from bilingual or olparison
groups bo explain Nnortality.

2. Itsts/instruments that provide compar-
able data over time, e.g., same test
with many levels and alternate forms, .4

observation scales that remain the same
across the period orthe program evalu-
ation, or highly oorrelated

Identifying program strengths
and 4aknesses in relation
to student achievement.

Exposure to
Treatment .

Parts of the program
with eadh other

1. Identified theory Of what variables con
tribute to bilingliliostuient achievemen

2. Achievement-instruments that measure
program goals.

3. Data gathering techniques that identify
qualities of program iwçIementaion
such as time on task, amount'of curric-
ulum oovered, etc.

Accountability to school
.or district administration.

Minimum competency

s

MD prepecified mm-
imal stan-
dard and/or to students ,
in district outside the
bilingual program.

. Basic skill/minimal competencies that
bilindual students are responsible for
completing. - '-

2. Fellable and'valid minimal competency
test.

3. Defensible minimal competency standard
of excellence.

.

Reporting required norm-
referenced test data for
Title VII programs.

Normed46test,
Ibcal pretest/
posttest

letional norm grçi
Other students ak
local pretest and
posttest.

ng

1. Norm-referenced instrument approPriate
far measuring bilingual program' goals.

2. Reliable and valid local' criterion-
referenced test that matches program
goals.

3. ((ptional) Local norms for criterion-
referenced test.
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statements sho Id include outcomes beyond those specifically con-

csrned i student achievement.

Evaluators working in a bilingual, setting mgst also become

familiar with a variety of program features frequently absent in a

unilingual setting. They must also build into the evaluation plan

a variety of formative tasks. These tasks, should include examine-
.

tion of program implementation to sugg st areas of program im-

provement and careful documentatiozof the implemented features
9

and their relationships. Evaluators must also_attempt to improve

their summative evaluation activities,..for example, in their esti-

mations of which program features contribftte to program witcoMes.

Evaluators of bilingual programs must ensure that the appro-

priate program features or 14riables are selected for evaluation.'

'The evaAation itself--design, measures, analyses, 'and reporting--

should be technically sound, acceptable under existing regula=

tions, and sensitive to the needs and constrainei of the program

under examination.

These aims can be faCilitated by: reviewing the operant reg-

ulations; examining the program plan or description of the program

(if such a plan or description existsh determining (in consulta-

tions with program participants)* which features of the program

need to be evaluated; deciding upon the meads to evaluate these

features; selecting methods to ensure ongoing documentation of

their implementation, relationshtps, and cumulative, effects; and

r-,4
considering appropriate means of reporting evaluation information

to various agdiences.
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Evaluatiomplanning will be more feasible and effective the

earlier the evaluator is involved id' the program. If.possible,

evaluator involvement should occur before program implementa-

tion so that the Svaluation plan is an integral part'of.the pro-

graM's operation. The kind of evaluation planning described here

also relies upon1a program plan or desCtiption. 1Such program de-

scriptions may not provide sufficient information to permit ade-

quate evaluation planning without discussions with program staff

to elaborate intentions, achievement strategies means of imple-

.0-
(ment tion, and expected outcom s. In short, the kind of evalua-

w
planned will be influenc d by the time at which the evaluator

enters the program and the existence of observable and measurable

program processes and outcome's.

Ho* sioothly bilingUal program's evaluation is managed de-

pends on the care devoted to its planning. InfOrmation use will

be enhanced to the extent that lt is reported quickly to ehe ap-

propriate decision makers.

Bilingual education programs are extremely gomplex and ad-
o

Aress a gteat variety OU needs and methods. .Evaluation Should 1

provide greater documentation of bilingual programs in terms of

their intentions amd their implementation. It Must clarify ex-

actly what a particular program is to accomplish ind how the pro-

gram intends to meet its goals. Tests and other'measures must be

selected according to technical properties and relevance to

the, individual bilingual program. Test results should be inter-

.
preted in light of the programls objectives: In evaluation de-

.

sigy; ciariables must be specified and controlled. Desi4n geatures

*
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-t

should allow for information to iMprove the program (formative

evaluation) and to show program effect (summative.e4aluation).

These procedures, if implemented at the level of the local

project, will lead to more useful evaluations. Over time,. they

shodld lead to an evaluation strategy consisting of: (1) informa-
,

tion on pupil performance before entering the program; (2) infor-
°

mation on how much instruction they received in the program: the

manner in which they received it, and the context in %Mick it was

provided; and -(3) information on pupil performance after the pro-

.
gram, 411ains at the end of-th rogram could then be attributed to

instruction of a certain kin

7
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